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Swiss International Hotels & Resorts began close to 40 years ago as a group of Swiss 
hoteliers offering Swiss hospitality at its best. Today,  Swiss International is a global 

company with its International Services Center located in Ras Al Khaimah, in the 
U.A.E. This position gives the company easy access to the fast-de veloping markets 

that are targeted for its expansion purpose.

ABOUT SWISS
INTERNATIONAL



VISIONARY TEAM
Team of incredibly motivated and unwavering individuals with its 

dedication to building great structures and preserving a 
rigorously earned tradition of distinctions. This team shows 

commitment to excellence with a history of successfully building 
more than 10 towering structures in the prospering twin cities.

J7 GROUP
Caters to the increasingly fast demand for constructing quality residential, 

commercial, and corporate properties in the region of Pakistan’s twin cities. 
Quality building and constant, timely deliveries have made J7 the 

fastest-emerging and most credible top builders in the industry, earning J7 
Group the ICCI Business Excellence Award.

AHMED RIAZ ASSOCIATES
Our architect, Ahmed Riaz, and his associates are the duo powerhouse of 

architecture. Bring the best blend of aesthetics and analytics. With 
immaculate attention to detail, we have curated iconic elevations for all 

the projects of J7 Group.



Natural beauty radiates from within the case, and all-around majestic hills can be seen
from a distance. Over the horizon, the clean and city-wide grids demonstrate the essence of order 

and security.  This is the federal heartland of The Islamic Republic of Pakistan. The city, rightly 
declared as being among the top most beautiful capitals in the world. Islamabad is moderately 

clean and the perfect place to visit and learn from those who have an appreciation for nature art .

ISLAMABAD
THE CAPITALOF PAKISTAN



ROYAL SWISS 
ISLAMABAD J7 ICON

ROYAL SWISS ISLAMABAD  J7-ICON is the next chapter of a continued success story spearheaded by the 
J7 Group, a project in Islamabad built towards achieving sheer elegance and style, raising the bar for luxury 
and hospitality in the most prime location, which is in close proximity to the new airport on Main Srinagar 

Highway. Providing five-star service with the utmost luxurious touch,Royal Swiss Islamabad, J7 ICON.





LOCATION
Royal Swiss Islamabad's J7 ICON project is located in the prime 

developing zone of metropolitan Islamabad. This region is 
currently the center of attention and the fastest-emerging 
business hub of the city, connecting the major roads in its 

vicinity as follows
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THE MODERN 
LUXE LIFESTYLE
The Royal Swiss Islamabad (J7 ICON) is a perfect and 

impeccable place to indulge in a contemporary and vibrant 
ambiance that remains true to the Royal Swiss style. The 

experience emanates modern sophistication.

The J7-ICON Standard Suite offers an expansive living space of 
sleek and modern design that includes a wide array of 

contemporary and innovative amenities. All the standard suites 
are beautifully embroidered, offering its inhabitants a 

breathtaking view and bespoke services.

HOTEL SUITES
Standard Suites

Royal Swiss



RESTAURANTS
The dine-in restaurants at Royal Swiss Islamabad J7-ICON will not only satisfy 

their customers appetites, with a selection of calories and international cuisines, 
but also provide a calm and  welcoming  atmosphere, making them the perfect 

place to peacefully enjoy breakfast, lunch, dinner, and Hi-Tea.

Royal Swiss



Health and Fitness are a direct reflection of lifestyle, therefore making its guests 
health a priority Royal Swiss Islamabad J7-ICON presents the elegant and 

contemporary designed wellness area furnished with top-of-the-line modern Gym 
Equipment, Infinity Swimming Pool, Jacuzzi, Suana, Spa, and other 5-Star Services. 

WELLNESS AREA



HOSPITALITY
Service originates from manuals, but true hospitality radiates from the heart. 

At Royal Swiss Islamabad J7-ICON, we wholeheartedly embrace this principle, aligning 
with the Pakistani way of life. We are passionately dedicated to the art of hospitality, 

continually exceeding expectations and creating memorable experiences for our 
guests.Staying true to that mind-set Royal Swiss Islamabad J7-ICON is immensely 

ardent and fervent in hospitality and is one of the leading brands in terms of the latter.

Royal Swiss



BUSINESS CENTER
Royal Swiss Islamabad J7-ICON boasts a fully-equipped Business Center, catering to the needs of our 

customers, clients, and travelers. This versatile space is ideal for hosting a wide range of business 
activities, including conference meetings, corporate sessions, dynamic seminars, and interactive 
training sessions. Our state-of-the-art facilities provide a polished and professional environment, 

featuring sophisticated boardrooms, classic meeting rooms/ conference room, and modern lounges, 
all equipped with the latest communication and presentation technology.

Royal Swiss



RETAIL AREA
Royal Swiss Islamabad – J7 ICON welcomes its customers, visitors, and 

travellers to the beautifully designed retail area where many of the 
world’s largest luxury brands come together to provide an elegant 

shopping experience which sharply complements the 5-star banner.



INSPIRATIONS POOL
Take a dip and dive at an incredibly modern world class Inspirations 
pool, where the true satisfaction of swimming floats at Royal Swiss 

Islamabad – J7 ICONInspirations Pool.

Royal Swiss



Signature Hotels J7 Emporium J7 Mall Chakwal Radisson Blu Hotel 
IslamabadGolden Tulip

The luxurious 5 Star Deluxe Hotel, Royal Swiss Islamabad, is unveiled by J7 Group, a 
team of experienced real estate Group who are knowledgeable about the 

complexities of building real estate projects from the bottom up. The developers 
and builders behind this project contribute a wealth of in-depth knowledge, 

unmatched competence, and a significant track record in the building industry.

Royal Swiss



IN HEART OF 
TWIN CITIES



CLEAN AND GREEN 
ENVIRONMENT


